Designation: DP138

Location: Madagascar
Number of nets: 40,000
Intended Distribution date: Jan 2010

DP received: 22May2009
Date responded with questions: 25Jun09

Re Q4: Is there local health clinic by local health clinic malaria case data available or can this be gathered? We increasingly wish/require to have data available pre- and post- distribution so the impact of the nets (and other malaria interventions) can be quantified. This is becoming increasingly important in the distributions for which we fund nets and is in line with general best practice developments.

Re Q5: What number of people sleeping under each net are you working on in Madagascar? Does this match with the numbers in Q1 (and taking into account already distributed nets mentioned in Q6)?

Re Q6: What the nets previously distributed LLINs? Is this intention to remove these nets at the time of distributing the new nets? Are these nets taken into account in determining the gap ie the number of nets required to achieve blanket coverage in the villages?

Re Q10: Over white time period would the nets be distributed?

Re Q11: Please could you explain what is meant in Step 1? Is the intention to count the number of nets in each/every house? All houses or on a sample basis? Checking how many sleeping spaces do not have nets?

Re Q12: Please provide the name and contact information for the person ‘au niveau regional’

Date of response: 25Jun09 – Proposer gathering information, will re-submit

Date of review: 30 Sep09 – Have not received satisfactory answers to questions raised

Status: Closed, Withdrawn/Rejected